Expand With Performer

As shown: Performer® chair with
contoured backrest upholstery,
front-mounted delivery system, cuspidor, extended assistant’s arm,
6300 track-mount light, chair
touch pad, and other accessories

As shown: Performer chair with narrow backrest
and optional slings, front-mounted delivery system, extended assistant’s arm, chair-mounted
accessory tray, assistant’s module, Performer dental light, chair touch pad, operator-side
saliva ejector, and other accessories

If you’re looking to expand or upgrade your office—and want to save money—you have a new quality alternative

P E R F O R M E R

to consider. It’s called Performer. As a complete A-dec dental system, Performer offers you more mounting
points, more attachments, and more quality choices than any other chair in its price range. So if you’re looking
for A-dec innovation and value at a lower price, be sure to take a close look at the new Performer.

PERFORMER’S
R ANGE OF MOTION
▼

FRONT-MOUNTED
DELIVERY SYSTEM

BACK-MOUNTED
DELIVERY SYSTEM

▼

When mounted on the front
of the chair, the Performer
delivery system provides
flexible side delivery.

The back pivot point
for Performer’s delivery system adds left/right
flexibility and provides
about 270° of rotation
around the chair back.

Minimizing cost is an important part
of any business. But when it comes to
dentistry, low-cost equipment can do
more harm than good if it hinders your
efficiency and causes you more stress in
the operatory. That’s why, in addition to
saving you money, Performer is designed
to offer you increased flexibility, better
access, and enhanced comfort.

ture. And, if the need arises, you can
have your dealer easily change mounting
locations.
Performer’s unique design also
allows you to change your upholstery
choice at any time. So if you initially purPerformer’s extended assistant’s arm helps streamline four-handed procedures by offering your assistant improved access to instrumentation and
a better view of the operating field.

ACCESS TO THE
O P E R AT I V E S I T E
■

flexible handpiece positioning
with rotating, chair-mounted
delivery system

■

improved access and field of
vision with pivoting, extended
assistant’s arm

■

narrow backrest for less bending and better access while
working direct

FLEXIBLE CHOICES
■

▼

CUSPIDOR/
ASSISTANT’S
MODULE

▼

The instrument holder on
the cuspidor and assistant’s
module swivels and rotates
on a horizontal axis.

EXTENDED
ASSISTANT’S ARM

Performer: Where Access And Comfort Are Easily Within Reach.

The extended assistant’s
arm improves assistant’s
instrumentation positioning
by providing a greater
range of motion on
either side of the chair.

three backrest upholstery
choices: contoured, narrow,
and narrow with slings

■

two mounting locations for
delivery system (front or back)

■

other options, including an
extended assistant’s arm,
operator-side saliva ejector,
and height-adjustable, chairmounted accessory tray

With three backrest upholstery choices,
seven mounting points, and a number of
attachments to choose from, Performer
can meet your specific needs now—and
in the future. Performer’s delivery system, for instance, can be installed to the
front or back of the chair’s lower struc-

chase the narrow backrest for pediatric
dentistry or for patients with narrower
shoulders, you can later add the optional
slings or change to the contoured upholstery to comfortably accommodate a
wider variety of patients.

Performer also offers you several features designed to improve access
to both instrumentation and patient.
Performer’s extended assistant’s arm,
for example, is less than two inches
wide and can position the assistant’s
instrumentation between the work surface and headrest. That way, your assistant can move closer to the
patient and also have a better view
of the operative site.
Since access is just as crucial to
efficiency in two-handed procedures,
Performer offers a narrow backrest.
This upholstery option reduces the
space between the operator’s hip and
the patient’s shoulder, so bending and
reaching is minimized—especially
while working direct.

▼

CHAIR-MOUNTED
ACCESSORY TRAY

PERFORMER
DENTAL LIGHT
Performer’s dental light
mounts to a fixed post on
the chair and provides
both horizontal and vertical adjustment.

▼

The chair-mounted accessory tray mounts to either
side of the chair
and can rotate about 180°
(without cuspidor or assistant’s module).

COMFORT FOR YOU
A N D T H E PAT I E N T
Performer’s many
conveniences for
two-handed dentistry
include a narrow
backrest that allows
better direct access,
an operator-side saliva ejector, and a
chair-mounted tray
for accessories like an
air polishing system
or tabletop scaler.

■

thin-profile chair backrest
upholstery for more leg room
and a more comfortable working position

■

chair backrest, toeboard, and
seat upholstery dimensions
that help reduce pressure
points on the patient

Creating more comfort for the patient
and the operator is a delicate balancing
act. Add more cushioning for the patient,
and you may compromise operator
access. Reduce upholstery thickness,
and the patient’s comfort could suffer.
With Performer, you have fewer
compromises. Performer’s thin-profile
backrests, for instance, allow you to
lower the patient more, so you can bring
your arms down to a more comfortable
working position. At the same time,
Performer’s innovative backrest, seat,
and toeboard dimensions are all meticulously designed together to
help reduce pressure points and offer
the patient longer-lasting comfort.

Performer’s thin-profile contoured backrest
offers you more leg space, so you can operate
with less strain and greater comfort.

So whether you use the chair for
two-handed, four-handed, pediatric, or
general dentistry, you can be sure that
Performer is designed to provide flexible
choices, excellent access, and enhanced
comfort—all with a low price that’s easily within reach.

PERFORMER
POSSIBILITIES

A

Performer offers a number of choices, so
you can create a versatile configuration
that meets your specific needs.

B

VACUUM MODULES AND LIGHTS C
Performer offers two basic vacuum modules: cuspidor with assistant’s instrumentation and assistant’s
instrumentation only. Both modules come standard
with a unitized four-position holder, autoclavable
saliva ejector, and autoclavable HVE. Performer’s
extended assistant’s arm option,* which rotates on
either side of the chair, adds flexibility and provides
the solo operator or assistant with better access to
assistant’s instrumentation.
Both cuspidor and assistant’s instrumentation
modules accommodate the Performer or A-dec 6300
post-mount dental light. A dental light post adapter is
also available for mounting the dental light to chairs
without a vacuum module.

C

CHAIR BACKREST UPHOLSTERY E
You have three different backrest choices with
the Performer chair—all of which are about two
inches (51mm) thick to maximize operator access.
The contoured backrest provides excellent comfort
and features a wider shape that supports a variety of
shoulder widths. The narrow backrest is a good choice
if you treat primarily pediatric and smaller-framed
patients. Add the optional slings to the narrow backrest,
and you have a chair that provides comfortable support
for most patients, while also providing the operator
with excellent direct access.
* Configurations with the extended assistant’s arm option require a
front-mounted delivery system.

(off the front of the chair)

More Innovative Choices. More Value.

OR

DELIVERY SYSTEM A AND B
One of Performer’s most unique choices is a
front- or back-mounting location for the delivery system. The front-mounting location offers more flexibility
and provides better ergonomics for those
who prefer side delivery and frequently work indirect.
The back-mounting location is a good choice for those
who prefer working direct or have an occasional need
to perform stand-up dentistry.

CHAIR-MOUNTED ACCESSORY TRAY D
Performer’s unique accessory tray mounts on
either side of the chair and rotates to provide chair-side
or trans-thorax positioning. Capable of supporting up
to 12 lbs (5.4 kg), this convenient tray can hold instruments, serve as a periodontal charting surface,
or support accessories like a tabletop scaler.

Performer Delivery System

OR

Performer Delivery System

Extended Assistant’s Arm*

(off the back of the chair)

(off the back of the chair)

Performer offers three different backrest choices: contoured (shown), narrow, and
narrow with slings.

Performer’s optional accessory
tray features two points of rotation and can be mounted
to either side of the chair.

C
Performer’s vacuum modules
and dental light options mount
to either side of the chair.

Performer Cuspidor

D

Performer Assistant’s Module

E

(shown with optional syringe
and dual HVE)

Dental light
options that
mount to C
Performer Light

6300 Post-Mount Light

B
Chair-Mounted
Accessory Tray

D

(for either side
of the chair)

E

Contoured Backrest

The back of Performer’s lower
structure accommodates either
the delivery system or extended
assistant’s arm option.*

OR

Narrow Backrest

Narrow Backrest with Slings

A

A front pivot point for the
Performer delivery system
is also built into the
chair’s lower structure.

At A-dec, our primary goal in developing new equipment is to add value while minimizing cost. With
Performer, we found some creative ways to meet that goal, while still providing innovation and quality.
Our secret? Simple, proven technology. Beneath Performer’s lift arm covers, for instance, you’ll find the
same quiet and reliable hydraulic lift system used for Cascade® and Decade® chairs—two of the best
selling chairs available today. Performer’s control block, which uses only one water valve cartridge

and diaphragm to route water through the system, is also based on proven A-dec technology. Even
Performer’s delivery system is innovatively simple. So simple, in fact, that installing the system on the
front or back of the Performer chair requires only one Allen wrench.

Performer answers a need for less complexity, lower cost, and greater value. Best of all, Performer is
designed, built, and tested by a company you know and trust. A company that, for more than 34 years,
has created innovative and reliable dental equipment. A company called A-dec.
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Performer Standards And Options.

Performer Chair Touch Pad
The programmable chair touch pad option
integrates with the Performer delivery system
and helps simplify chair functions.

Operator-Side Saliva Ejector

Self-Contained Water System
To simplify maintenance, Performer includes a
self-contained water system that mounts to the
control head or cuspidor.

Bitewing Viewer

A saliva ejector is available for the control head
and offers the operator an easy-to-reach source
for low-volume oral evacuation.
PERFORMER STANDARD
AND OPTIONAL
FEATURES:

Control Head Tray Holder and Tray
Performer’s convenient options include a control head tray holder with three mounting locations and a stainless steel tray.

A-dec/W&H Handpieces

A bitewing X-ray viewer, which provides a
4.5" x 2.5" (114mm x 64mm) screen area,
can be added to the control head tray holder.

Choose from the complete line of A-dec/W&H
handpieces for an excellent finishing touch to
your Performer dental system.

CHAIR
DELIVERY SYSTEM VACUUM MODULES
Performer
Cuspidor
Performer III Chair
OR Assistant’s
Module
(115V or 230V)

Chair (115V or 230V)
Double-articulating headrest
●
Seamless, vacuum-formed upholstery
●
Thin-profile backrest (contoured or narrow)
●
Programmable button footswitch
●
Hydraulic cantilever system
●
Chair-mounted accessory tray
❍
Delivery System (mounts to front or back of chair)
Two handpiece positions
●
Self-contained water system
●
Autoclavable syringe (operator-side)
●
Oil-collection system
●
Programmable chair touch pad
❍
Operator-side saliva ejector or additional handpiece position (3 max)
❍
Intra-oral light source (single voltage)
❍
Control head tray holder and stainless steel tray
❍
Bitewing X-ray viewer
❍
Vacuum Modules (all instrumentation is fully autoclavable )
Four-position holder, solids collector, HVE, saliva ejector
Extended assistant’s arm (for front-mounted delivery systems only)
Cuspidor with international vacuum options (including auto-electric holder, 15mm HVE, and air/water saliva ejector)
Quick-disconnect with water-flow control valve/quick-disconnect for air
Additional HVE or syringe
Dental Lights
Two intensities/two axes of rotation (Performer)
Three intensities/three axes of rotation (6300 Post-Mount)

●
❍
❍
❍
❍

DENTAL LIGHTS
Performer OR
6300
Post-Mount

●
❍
NA
❍
❍
●
NA
● —standard; ❍ —optional;

NA
●

NA —not available.

To get a closer look at Performer, contact your local A-dec dealer today, or call us at 1-800-547-1883 for a list of A-dec dealers in your area.
A-dec Inc.
2601 Crestview Drive
Newberg, OR 97132 USA
Phone: 1-800-547-1883, Fax: 503-538-0276

Outside USA/Canada, contact:
A-dec International Inc.
Phone: 503-538-7478, Fax: 503-538-5911
©A-dec Inc., 1999. All rights reserved. 85.6060.00/Dyna/50M/2-99

The colors and products shown in this brochure may
vary from the actual materials and are subject to change.
Please see your authorized A-dec dealer for accurate
color samples and the most current product information.

